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After recently deleting a wildly popular London Real interview with David Icke, YouTube again censored a viral

video late Monday night of two doctors discussing whether California’s lockdown order is justified when presented

with current Covid-19 data.

The video received over 5 million views before it was removed for “violating YouTube’s terms of service.” Only

weeks ago, YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki told CNN that the company would ban all content which contradicts the

position of the World Health Organization (WHO), even after several of their previous pandemic models turned out

to be false.

Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massihi, the doctors featured in the press briefing, affirmed that based on the most

recent data, “[patients] have a 0.03% chance of dying from Covid in the state of California.”

Doctors around the country are also being urged to regard any death of a patient who has tested positive for the

virus to be added to the number of confirmed coronavirus cases, regardless of whether that patient had other health

issues, the doctors say.

“They are being pressured to add [Covid-19] to their diagnostic list… They said we’re being pressured

to add Covid to the diagnostic list when we think it has nothing to do with the actual cause of death…
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The actual cause of death was not Covid, but it’s being reported as one of the disease processes and it’s

being added to the list.”

In an interview with Fox News, the doctors discuss the reality that Sweden is just weeks away from herd immunity

without a vaccine because of the fact that they did not lock down their country, and there is little difference in

Covid-19 deaths per capita compared to the United States.

“If you look at their numbers: 200 deaths per million compared to ours, [which is] about the same.

Italy’s [is] about 400 per million and Spain is about 400 per million, so we are looking at this going,

‘OK, they took a completely different approach and their results are basically the same.’” – Dr.

Erickson

Through analyzing this data, the doctors present the question of whether there is any evidence at this point that the

lockdowns are making us safer, or if governments are actually causing harm by keeping us from engaging in regular

contact and business.

“Typically, you quarantine the sick. When someone has measles, you quarantine them. We’ve never

seen where we quarantine the healthy, where you take those without disease and without symptoms, and

you lock them in their homes.” – Dr. Erickson

As millions of people around the world are suddenly jobless and unable to leave their homes, social isolation has

put many of us in a situation where we are with an abusive spouse or parent, or where social distancing has resulted

in a return to drug abuse or even suicide caused by a lapse in mental health.

“Child molestation is increasing at a severe rate… Spousal abuse, alcoholism, anxiety, depression,

suicide… Suicide is spiking, education has dropped off, economic collapse… These are things that will

follow these people and affect them in a negative fashion for their life…” – Dr. Erickson

To make matters worse, the doctors argue that even after the pandemic is over, disease will inevitably spike from a

lack of exposure to necessary bacteria that keep our immune systems strong and healthy.

“When you take human beings and you say ‘go into your house, clean all your counters, Lysol them

down. You’re going to kill 99% of bacteria; wear a mask; don’t go outside.’ What does that do to your

immune system? We develop an immune response daily to [exposure to bacteria and viruses] … This is

microbiology 101.” – Dr. Dan Erickson [SOURCE]

The removal of this video came days after David Icke’s second interview with London Real was deleted for

discussing a possible connection between coronavirus and 5G.

Although many videos have been censored from YouTube for discussing the coronavirus, Dr. Erickson and Dr.

Massihi were discussing verified statistics and government policy, not 5G, theories, or cures, which are topics that

are being heavily censored by tech giants.

You can watch the banned video on BitChute:
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Like Waking Times on Facebook. Follow Waking Times on Twitter.
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